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ESSENTIAL EXERCISE #1: 

Uncover Your North Star 
Vision for Change



Uncovering Your North Star Vision for Change 

There is a reason you have chosen the path of creating social good in the world. There 

is some spark of motivation within you that has compelled you to embark on this 

journey.  

Ask yourself this:  

“What is my WHY for the social change work that I want to do? 

What is it that is at the root of my motivation to make change in 

the world through social enterprise and social entrepreneurship?” 

If you are already working in a non-profit, NGO, or social mission organization, you 

have likely already uncovered your passion for change. If you are working on 

developing a new social enterprise initiative, this step might take a bit more time. 

With so many worthy causes where one's actions can make a difference improving 

the lives of others, your individual passion for change could relate to many areas. Are 

you passionate about the environment, peace and justice, fair trade, hunger, clean 

water, education, or any of the several other worthwhile causes?  Are you inspired to 

work with youth, seniors, populations with employment barriers, or others? 

Knowing your “why”, in other words your North Star Vision for Change, will keep you 

grounded and determined to continue taking action and making change in your 

community even when things get tough. 

Once you have narrowed in on your “why” for yourself personally, as well as your 

“why” for what you wish to see in the world, you will be able to start forming your work 

around fulfilling both of these visions.  

When you have started to join both the vision you see for your own life in alignment 

with the vision you see for making a difference in the world, then your creative and 

entrepreneurial qualities will be at their best! 
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Your North Star Vision for Change is made up by your Personal WHY (what motivates 

and inspires you as a person) and your WHY for the World (the positive change you 

wish to see in the world). 

Use the chart on the next page to begin brainstorming ideas of what is important to 

you personally and about the change you want to be a part of making. 

After you have filled out the chart, craft your North Star statement along a similar 

format as below by replacing the sections in brackets with your statements from the 

chart. 

Because [Values] are important to me, and I am inspired when [Inspiration], I 

want to wake up each day and [Action]. Thanks to my ability to [Socent 
Superpowers] this will fulfil my desire to be/do/create [Legacy]. 

I believe that [Solution/Benefit to Others] will contribute to a world where [Results 
I Seek] so that [The Big Issue] is no longer a challenge faced by [Clients and/or 
Beneficiaries] who I want to work with. 

Ok, now it’s your turn! 
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Your North Star  
Vision for Change 



Sentence Stem Your Answer [A Clue To]

3 values that are important to 
me are…

[Values] 

Your Personal WHY 

I am motivated when (or I 
feel energized when)…

[Inspiration]

3 work activities that make 
me feel alive are…

[Action]

My greatest strengths are… [Socent Superpowers]

I want to be remembered 
for…

[Legacy]

What I wish was no longer an 
issue is…

[The Big Issue] 

Your WHY for the World

Because in a perfect world… [Results I Seek]

One way I could contribute 
to this is to…

[Solution/ 

Benefit to Others]

Which would transform the 
lives of…

[Clients and/or 

Beneficiaries]
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Fill In The Blanks: 

Because _____________________________________________ [Values] are important to me, 

and I am inspired when _______________________________________________  [Inspiration], 

I want to wake up each day and _________________________________________  [Action]. 

Thanks to my ability to _______________________________________ [Socent Superpowers] 

this will fulfil my desire to be/do/create  ___________________________________ [Legacy]. 

I believe that ____________________________________________ [Solution/Benefit to Others] 

will contribute to a world where ______________________________________ [Results I Seek] 

so that ______________________________________________________________ [The Big Issue] 

is no longer a challenge faced by ______________________ [Clients and/or Beneficiaries] 

who I want to work with. 

Now Simplify It: 

My vision for success in my personal and professional life is:  

I am committed to my work in social change because:
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